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Abstract

I have developed an all-in-one assessment template 
that explicitly ties together learning strategies, 
proficiency goals, course outcomes, rubrics, self-
assessments, student feedback, attendance, and 
course grade. This template is used in all my 
classes weekly, as well as to grade Integrated 
Performance Assessments. Apart from saving time, 
anecdotal evidence suggests that template has also 
had a positive effect on students. 
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Rationale

Template

Discussion

Teachers 
spend time 
assessing.

What do 
students do 
with our 
feedback?



Let’s show students that
assessments are learning tools.

Assessment, tied to descriptive 
feedback and explicit outcome, is an 
effective teaching tool.

Brame & Biel (2015)
Butler & Roediger (2008)
Pulfrey, Buchs, & Butera (2011)

Language teaching and learning is 
made of complex mutually 
interdependent systems nested in 
one another (Complexity Theory).

Darcy, Park, & Yang (2015)
Larsen-Freeman and Tedick (2016) 
Trofimovich & Gatbonton (2006)

Descriptive feedback and self 
evaluation increase awareness and 
enhance the benefits of testing.

Adair-Hauck et al (2006)
Meritan (2017)
Schmidt (1990)



Integrated Performance Assessments 
and a co-constructed approach 
provide a built-in feedback loop.

Adair-Hauck and Troyan (2013)

Contents of template

1. Study strategies
2. Weekly rubrics
3. Progress reports
4. Self-evaluations
5. Final report

Benefits for teachers and learners

1. Easy to use
2. Saves time
3. Tracks progress
4. Links assessing to learning

The 12-page document becomes 
both a micro and macro progress 
tracker and a central part of the 
course.



Calibrating expectations
Exceeds 

expectations (A)
Meets expectations 

(B)
Approaches 

expectations (C)
Is far from 

expectations (D)

Attendance Attend every day Attend every day Attend most days Rarely attend

Feedback
Seek and use it Use it Sometimes use it Rarely use it

Assignments
Do all in depth Do all minimally Do most Do some

Questions
Ask many relevant Ask some Rarely ask any Ask almost none

Notes
Take thorough Take sufficient Take incomplete Take almost none

Above target 
(A)

On target
(B)

Close to target
(C)

Below target
(D)

Functions Consistently intelligible, 
personalized sentences on 
straightforward social situations

Some intelligible, personalized 
sentences with familiar memorized 
language relating to self

Mostly familiar memorized language No real functional ability

Text type Strings of short sentences Strings of short sentences with 
memorized chunks

Words, phrases, chunks of languages 
and lists 

Isolated words 

Comprehensibility Understood by sympathetic 
natives, with repetition 
sometimes required

Understood, with occasional difficulty, by 
sympathetic natives, with repetition 
sometimes required

Understood by sympathetic natives, 
although often with difficulty

Understood only with 
repetition 

Control Most accurate in present tense. 
Great influence of native 
language

Most accurate with memorized 
language. Accuracy decreases when 
creating personalized meaning

Accuracy limited to memorized 
phrases, and decreases when trying to 
create sentences

Little accuracy

Communication
(interpersonal)

Responds to questions and asks 
a few. Restates when 
miscommunication happens

Responds to questions and asks a few 
formulaic questions. Repeats when 
miscommunication happens

Responds to a limited number of 
formulaic questions. Repeats or uses 
English when miscommunication 
happens

No conversational exchange

Impact
(presentational)

Clear, organized, detailed, 
original, with an unexpected 
feature. Interest and attention of 
audience is captured

Clear, organized, detailed, original. 
Interest and attention of audience is 
maintained

Clear, organized. Interest and 
attention of audience requires effort 
to maintain: visuals are needed

Unclear or unorganized, with 
little effort to maintain 
attention of audience

Weekly evaluation grids



Integrated Performance Assessments 
use the same familiar format.

Monthly progress reports focus on 
one element to improve, provide 
feedback on attendance, and allow 
time in class for self evaluations.



A final report helps students focus on 
their accomplishments and be ready 
to push themselves for the final IPA. 
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